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I. INTRODUCTION
haft mechanical systems for large synchronous or induction motors and turbine generators can be subjected to severe torsional stresses due to triggered subsynchronous resonance (SSR) especially in electric grid networks with heavily series compensated transmission lines. These torsional oscillations exhibit a complex electro-mechanical resonance sustained phenomena which can seriously damage the mechanical shaft system. Two IEEE benchmark models have been proposed by the IEEE-SSR Working Group. These benchmark models have obtained world-wide acceptance and are extensively used for the study of different proposed damping devices SSR coutermeasures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this paper, the synchronous generator stator current and voltage signals are used as damping signals. New proposed monitoring signals can also be utilized as alarm and damping signals to activate other FACTS based compensator isolation and damping devices. The novel Dynamic Filter and Compensator (DFC) scheme developed by first Author [10] is capable of reducing the torsional oscillations causing mechanical shaft breakdown. The full unified AC system is digitally simulated by using the Power System Blockset (PSB) of Matlab/Simulink software.
II. SAMPLE STUDY SYSTEM
A novel on-line intelligent shaft monitor utilizing transformed signals under different levels of series capacitor compensation for three phase short circuit faults is also proposed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the Sample TurbineGenerator and Infinite Bus System. Figure 2 shows the novel Tri-loop Error-driven, Error-scaled PID Controller. Fig.6 shows the proposed damping switched FACTS (DFC) device. Fig. 7 shows the dynamic tracking control scheme using the PWM switching signals s1, s2. Fig. 8, 9 show the system dynamic response without and with the DFC compensator scheme. The damping action of the DFC is mainly due to a detuning-modulated impedance effect of the near system topology change. The unified AC system, possible monitoring/damping signals (X, Y, R0, PHI) and compensator parameters are given in the Appendix.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a new method to damp subsynchronous resonance (SSR) oscillations for large synchronous generators. The damping signals using stator current and voltage is easy to implement and significantly reduce the cost. The DFC performance is validated as an effective SSR damping tool that dynamically detunes the SSR-resonance model by the PWMswitching of the combined blocking series and shunt tuned arm filter. 
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